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Abstract
Foot ulcers are a common complication of diabetes and are
the consequence of trauma to the feet and a reduced ability
to perceive pain in persons with diabetes. Ulcers appear
internally when pressures applied on the foot create high
internal strains below bony structures. It is therefore
important to monitor tissue strains in persons with
diabetes. We propose to use a biomechanical model of the
foot coupled with a pressure sensor to estimate the strains
within the foot and to determine if they can cause ulcer
formation. Our biomechanical foot model is composed of a
Finite Element mesh representing the soft tissues,
separated into four Neo Hookean materials with different
elasticity: plantar skin, non-plantar skin, fat and muscles.
Rigid body models of the bones are integrated within the
mesh to rigidify the foot. Thirty-three joints connect those
bones around cylindrical or spherical pivots. Cables are
included to represent the main ligaments in order to
stabilize the foot. This model simulates a realistic behavior
when the sole is subjected to pressures measured with a
sensor during bipedal standing. Surface strains around 5 %
are measured below the heel and metatarsal heads while
internal strains are close to 70 %. This strain estimation,
when coupled to a pressure sensor, could consequently be
used in a patient alert system to prevent ulcer formation.
Keywords: foot ulcer prevention, biomechanical model.

1. Introduction
Diabetes affects the lower limb through long-term chronic
complications, including peripheral neuropathy and
angiopathy [1]. When the diabetic foot is subject to a
trauma, such as repetitive stress from high pressure, illfitting footwear rubbing on the skin or an object inside the
shoe, an ulcer can form. This condition if often followed
by amputation of a toe or foot: a limb is lost every 30
seconds on Earth because of diabetes. In 2007, in the US,
the cost of ulcers was 48 billions USD [2] and life
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expectancy after foot amputation was 50% after 5 years
[3].
The two main factors that promote ulcer development
are the excessive intensity and the repetition of pressures
on the foot. This is worsened by diabetic neuropathy which
reduces or even suppresses sensation in the feet of persons
with diabetes. Three mechanisms are linked to the
pressures leading to ulcer [4]: (1) ischemia caused by
increased pressure duration, (2) large tissue strains created
by increased pressure magnitude, or (3) tissue fatigue
caused by increased number of pressure loads.
Today, prevention of foot ulcers is mainly based on the
patient’s daily vigilance and on frequent medical doctor
monitoring. This approach is consequently dependent on
the patient's involvement which tends to decrease when no
external signs are visible. Unfortunately, when the first
ulcers appear, serious complications have already begun
for the diabetic patient because of diabetic angiopathy,
which limits tissue healing and increases recurrence.
Reducing the pressure load at the interface between the
diabetic foot and the trauma source prevents further
ulceration and facilitates wound healing [5]. Pressure loads
can be reduced with devices such as casts, orthotics,
insoles or foam bandages.
To aid patient monitoring, devices measuring pressures
at the foot/insole interface were introduced few years ago
[6][7][8].
Novel
(http://www.novel.de),
Tekscan
(http://www.tekscan.com),
Vista
Medical
(http://www.pressuremapping.com)
and
Orpyx
(http://orpyx.com/) now propose commercial devices that
are composed of few pressure sensors located under the
heel and the metatarsal heads. Unfortunately, their price
and their need to be constantly connected to monitor the
plantar pressures in real time make them difficult to use in
a daily long-term prevention routine. Moreover, these
devices are limited to measuring pressures at the skin
surface and it is well known that deep pressure ulcers stem
from internal stresses and strains. Such ulcers usually start

in deep tissues and progress outward rapidly, causing
substantial subcutaneous damage underneath intact skin.
Deep pressure ulcers are therefore particularly dangerous
since they may be difficult to detect visually. Devices that
measure surface pressures are mainly used to alert persons
suffering from diabetes to abnormal pressures that may
cause skin damage [9]. These measurements, however,
cannot predict ulcer formation due to internal tissue
loading [10]. For example, a similar pressure distribution
could be observed under the heel of a thin person with
blunt calcaneus bone and a heavy diabetic person with
sharp calcaneus bone; however, the likelihood of a
pressure ulcer forming depends on the calcaneus bone
curvature as well as the thickness of the soft tissues as
proved in [11] for the ischial tuberosity.
In order to account for these anatomical differences and
to quantitatively estimate the internal stresses and strains
from the measured external pressures, several studies have
proposed (1) to build a patient-specific biomechanical
model of the foot including soft tissues and bony
prominence, and (2) to use this numerical model to
compute the internal strains and stresses [12]. Several
Finite Element (FE) models have been introduced to
simulate the foot deformations. Several studies such as
[13] proposed 2D biomechanical models of the foot with
fairly complex material behavior and anatomy, providing
very interesting results in terms of stresses and strains
within the foot. Nevertheless, the foot behavior is highly
dependent on its whole 3D shape and the influence of each
of its structures (bones or tendons for example). Also, it
seems that clinicians prefer a 3D analysis of the foot to
determine the development of a pressure ulcer. In [14], the
foot soft tissues (skin, fat and muscles) are modeled as a
3D FE mesh with a homogeneous linear elastic material,
the bones are modeled as another set of rigid FE meshes,
while contacts between the bones simulate the joints, and
cables connect the bones for the ligaments located in the
mid foot. The 3D biomechanical model presented in [15]
seems closer to reality: it models the soft tissues in a large
deformations framework with a Mooney Rivlin
constitutive law and it adds almost all the ligaments of the
foot. However, the main drawback of these models is their
long computation times: it can take hours to compute
simple plantar loadings. For this reason, it would be
difficult to integrate previously proposed foot models into
a daily foot ulcer prevention process. In this article, we
propose and discuss the challenges of defining a simple,
yet realistic, biomechanical model that could estimate
internal foot stresses and strains in interactive time.

2. Materials and methods
Our foot biomechanical model has been developed using
the
3D
simulation
platform,
ArtiSynth
[16]
(www.artisynth.org). The model is composed of soft
tissues, bones, ligaments and joints.

2.1 Soft tissue FE mesh
The soft tissues are modeled as a FE mesh and are divided
into four layers: the plantar skin (below the heel, the
metatarsus, and the toes), the non-plantar skin, muscles
and fat. The outer surface of this mesh was based on the
skin surface from the Zygote database (www.zygote.com).
Using an automatic FE mesh generator [17], the model
skin surface was filled with finite elements. This generator
aims at creating a mesh with a maximum of hexahedrons
(to limit the locking effect observed for tetrahedral
elements in quasi-incompressible assumptions) while
keeping a controlled number of elements to enable fast FE
computation. The accuracy of the surface fitting is made
possible by optimally subdividing hexahedrons
intersecting the organ surface into prisms, pyramids and/or
tetrahedron depending on the geometry of the surface
locally. Because we assume the bones to be rigid (see
section 2.2), there is no need to represent them as FE
meshes in our simulation. We therefore set the mesh
generator to leave holes in the soft tissue mesh in order to
represent the bones’ geometry (also given by the Zygote
database).
The FE mesh representing the foot soft tissues is shown
in Figure 1 and is composed of 36,895 elements (11,045
hexahedrons, 10,206 pyramids, 9,991 tetrahedrons, and
5,653 wedges) and 22,774 nodes. Neo Hookean materials
were chosen for the foot tissues in order to represent large
deformations. The mesh has four layers, each with distinct
material properties: Young moduli were set to 6 MPa for
the plantar skin, 200 kPa for the rest of the skin, 50 kPa for
the muscles and 4 kPa for the fat (Figure 2). Assuming
these tissues are quasi-incompressible, we set their Poisson
ratio to 0.495. With the exception of the non-plantar skin,
the values of the material properties were taken from
measurements reported by Sopher [18] for an Ogden
model and converted here to fit our Neo Hookean model
(taking the equivalent Young initial modulus).

Figure 1. The surface of the FE mesh representing the foot
soft tissues.

The most superficial layer of elements simulates the
foot skin. Two different materials were chosen for the skin
because of the high stiffness of the plantar skin compared
to the rest of the skin. The elasticity modulus chosen for
the non-plantar skin was measured using our own device:
LASTIC (for Light Aspiration device for in vivo Soft
TIssue Characterization). The LASTIC device is based on
the pipette aspiration principle [19] and aims at
characterizing in vivo the elastic modulus of soft tissues. It
creates a negative pressure against the tissue surface on
which it is placed and consequently deforms the surface of
these tissues. The height of the deformation is measured on
the images captured during the acquisition with several
negative pressures. The corresponding height/negative
pressure curve allows estimating the elastic modulus of the
tissues through inverse method. LASTIC was used to
estimate the elasticity of the foot arch skin of a healthy
subject (Figure 3) and gave a value of 200 kPa. This value
was used for the whole skin except for the plantar surface
which was too stiff to be evaluated with LASTIC (as
mentioned above, the 6 MPa proposed by [18] was chosen
for this plantar skin). To define the two skin layers, all the
elements of the surface of the FE mesh that were below a
certain height (in our case, about 2 mm) in the model were
considered as plantar skin (see Figure 2). The other surface
elements were assigned the material with a Young
modulus of 200 kPa for the rest of the skin.

Figure 3. Acquisition of the elastic modulus of the skin below
the foot arch using LASTIC.

The muscle layer was defined from the Zygote database
and is limited for now to the muscles of the foot arch. This
area was mapped in the FE mesh to find the elements
considered as muscles (Figure 2). All other elements were
assumed to be part of the fat layer.
2.2 Bones and joints
The ArtiSynth framework provides a very efficient
computational formulation for the coupled simulation of
rigid and deformable structures, with a constraint-based
mechanism for attaching bones and soft tissues and the use
of semi-implicit time integration [20]. The bones are
therefore represented as rigid body surfaces in our model.
The 26 foot bones and a section of the tibia and fibula are
integrated in the model from the Zygote database (Figure
4). By not modeling the bones as FE meshes, we are able
to decrease the FE matrix size and speed up the simulation.

Figure 2. Cross section of the FE mesh representing the foot
soft tissues. The plantar skin layer, the muscle layer and some
gaps defining the bones’ locations can be seen. The rest of the
surface elements are part of the softer skin layer, while the
other internal elements form the fat layer.
Figure 4. The bony structures within the foot model. Some
tendons and ligaments are visible as yellow cables.

2.3 Ligaments

Figure 5. Cylindrical pivot (scaled up for visibility)
representing the joint between the talus and calcaneus bones.

Figure 7. The main foot ligaments are simulated as cables.
Posterior view of the models shows, a) the external plantar
fascia, b) the internal plantar fascia, and c) the transversal
metatarsal head ligament.
Figure 6. Pivots simulate the joints connecting the different
bones. They allow different maximum angles depending on
the foot regions: 45 degrees for the phalanges, 30 degrees for
the metatarsi, and 0 to 5 degrees for the rest of the foot.

We worked with an anatomist to define all the boundary
conditions between bones and soft tissues. Each rigid body
is fixed to the nearby finite element nodes of the soft tissue
mesh to naturally rigidify the foot. Each bone is
automatically connected to its neighbor by a joint. In our
model, those joints are simulated by 32 spherical pivots
and one cylindrical pivot. The cylindrical pivot is between
the talus and calcaneus bones and is placed below the talus
(Figure 5). It constrains the motion of the calcaneus to a
single rotation axis following the long axis of the foot.
Spherical pivots have three rotation axes. The angles
permitted by these pivots vary depending on their location
to simulate the possible motions of actual foot joints,
(Figure 6). For the phalanges, a maximum rotation angle of
45 degrees is allowed while the maximum allowable
rotation of the metatarsal pivots is 30 degrees. The joints
for the bones in the mid and back foot were limited to
rotation angles between 0 and 5 degrees to simulate proper
rigidity of the foot. The main motion of all the joints is
around a rotation axis given by the intersection of the
frontal and horizontal planes at the location of the
corresponding joint.

The foot is constrained by large ligaments to support body
weight and to ensure stability. Our model integrates the six
main ligaments of the foot. The plantar fascia connects the
calcaneus to the proximal part of the first phalanx of each
toe. In the model, it is separated in two sets: (1) the
external fascia for the outer ligament layer (Figure 7a) and
(2) the internal fascia for the inner ligaments close to the
mid foot (Figure 7b). The transversal metatarsal head
ligament connects the proximal part of the first phalanx of
each toe to constrain lateral spreading of the fore foot
(Figure 7c). The Achilles tendon connects the calcaneus to
the calf and to the bottom part of the knee (Figures 8 and
9). In our model, the Achilles tendon is also separated into
two sets: (1) the external tendon for the part closer to the
surface and going towards the distal part of the calf, and
(2) the internal tendon for the deeper part going towards
the knee. Three smaller ligaments are also integrated in the
model: the triangular ligament (Figure 8) between the
navicular, calcaneus and cuboid bones, and two internal
ligaments (Figure 9) between the calcaneus and navicular
bones, and between the talus and navicular bones.

elongated, but no stiffness when they are compressed.
Consequently, we assigned a stiffness value to the cables
of 200 MPa in extension and of 0 kPa in compression. As a
result, the ligaments resist elongation, but not compression.

Figure 8. Lateral view of the main ligaments of our model: on
the left, the Achilles tendon, and below the arch, horizontally,
the two sets of plantar fascia. The triangular ligament linking
the navicular, calcaneus and cuboid bones is visible near the
ankle joint.

2.4 Boundary conditions
As discussed in the introduction, internal tissues strains
are likely the most significant factor for inducing deep
pressure ulcers [22]. Therefore, it seems important to
monitor these values, which is possible with our
biomechanical model. To study the influence of a given
foot position on internal strains, a set of pressures
simulating the patient’s foot in bipedal standing were
applied to our biomechanical model. These plantar
pressures were measured using a commercially available
pressure sensor (Zebris platform, http://www.zebris.de/)
under the right foot of a volunteer while standing. The left
foot was also on the ground, but not on the pressure sensor,
so that about half the body weight was applied onto each
foot. The pressures ranged from 0 to 10.5 N.cm-2 and are
spread mainly below the heel and the metatarsal heads,
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Distribution of the pressures applied under the
right foot. Highest pressures, around 10.5 N.cm-2, are in red
(heel and metatarsal heads) and lower are in green.

Figure 9. Medial view of the main ligaments of our model: on
the right, the Achilles tendon, and below the arch,
horizontally, the two sets of plantar fascia. The two internal
ligaments linking the calcaneus and navicular bones, and the
talus and navicular bones are visible near the ankle joint.

Ligaments are modeled as cables connecting the
previously mentioned bony structures. Cables were chosen
over anisotropic finite elements to reduce computation
time, since this kind of elements would have required a
much finer mesh to represent separate ligaments. Ligament
attachments and paths have been manually created to
guarantee precision of the bony insertion site for the
ligaments. These insertion sites were defined by an
experienced podiatrist. Based on the work of Gefen [21],
we assigned different stiffness to the ligaments whether
they are elongated or compressed. It has indeed been
observed that they have a high stiffness when they are

The standing posture was simulated in two steps. First,
the tibia and fibula bones were fixed and the rest of the
foot was let loose under the influence of gravity for 0.2 s to
reach a resting position. Secondly, from t = 0.2 s to 3 s, the
previously measured set of pressures was applied to the
nodes of the foot sole following a slope (0% at 0.2 s and
100 % at 3 s) to model normal bipedal standing.

3. Results
Figures 11 and 12 show the Von Mises strains
corresponding to the simulation at t = 3 s at the time of
maximum pressures applied to the sole of the foot. Table 1
summarizes the Von Mises strains at six key points of the
foot: below the metatarsal head of each toe and below the
heel, both at the skin surface and near the bones. The
strains at the foot surface were markedly lower than the
internal tissue strains. Maximal strains over the foot ranged
from 2.7 % to 8.0 % for the skin surface and from 43.0 %
to 96.8 % for the soft tissues near the bony structures. This
strain distribution (with at least a 10 fold ratio between
internal strains and foot surface strains) is consistent with

the realistic behavior that is responsible for the creation of
foot ulcers: they appear internally near the bones (because
of very high strains) before being visible at the skin
surface. Furthermore, the range of strains computed within
the foot is consistent with the range of maximal strains
observed in [13] for four subjects: between 52 % and 107
%.
Table 1. Von Mises (VM) strains measured under the
metatarsal (MT) head of each toe and under the heel,
internally (just below the bone structure) and
externally (at the skin surface)
Foot surface VM
Location
strain
Internal VM strain
5th toe MT

2.7 %

63.3 %

th

5.2 %

96.8 %

rd

3 toe MT

8.0 %

63.0 %

2nd toe MT

4.1 %

84.2 %

5.1 %

43.0 %

4 toe MT

st

1 toe MT

Heel
5.0 %
69.8 %
Note that high strains are visible near the ankle in
Figure 11. They result from the fact that the tibia and
fibula are fixed while the rest of the bones are moving
during the simulation, hence creating fairly large
displacements near the ankle joints. During bipedal
standing, the tibia and fibula would probably move slightly
to adjust the position of the hips and the rest of the body,
and consequently these high strains would probably be
reduced. The sole of the foot is therefore the main region
of interest in this simulation.

Figure 11. Left: cross section at the second toe showing the
internal Von Mises strains resulting from the pressures
applied to the foot sole and simulating a standing position.
Right: Von Mises strains below the foot. The color map goes
from no strain in blue to strains of 100% in red.

Figure 12. Left: cross section at the heel showing the internal
Von Mises strains resulting from the pressures applied to the
foot sole and simulating a standing position (the “staircase”
shape of the foot surface is simply a visual artifact due to the
clipping plane at the element boundary). Right: Von Mises
strains at the metatarsal heads, front view. The color map
goes from no strain in blue to strains of 100% in red.

The simulation takes 22 minutes to compute with
ArtiSynth on a standard PC equipped with an Intel i5 2.80
GHz processor and 3.42 Go of RAM.

4. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a biomechanical foot
model to estimate the strains within the foot and determine
whether ulcers may appear for given patient postures and
plantar pressures. The goal of this work was to propose an
anatomically accurate 3D foot model that can simulate at
interactive rates.
Our foot model includes several structures. A FE mesh
represents the foot soft tissues with four different Neo
Hookean materials for plantar skin, non-plantar skin, the
arch muscles and the fat in between those layers. Rigid
bodies model the 26 foot bones that are connected with 33
pivots representing the joints. Three large ligaments
(plantar fascia, transversal metatarsal head ligament, and
Achilles tendon) and three smaller ligaments are also
integrated in the model to connect certain bones and to
stabilize the foot.
Simulations of foot loading with the model showed a
realistic behavior in standing stance in terms of surface and
internal strains with pressures measured with a commercial
sensor. Average surface strains of 5 % were evaluated
below the heel and metatarsal heads while average strains
of 70 % were measured internally, next to the bones. These
initial results are promising, and we are currently
performing a thorough validation study.
A key interest of our 3D model is that different levels of
strains were computed at different locations within the foot
as shown in Table 1. This clearly demonstrates the
advantage of a 3D model over a 2D model: the capability
to study the variations of the internal strains in terms of the
anatomy of the patient and the pressure pattern applied
below the foot. Our analysis of the tissue strains resulting
from a prescribed load at the sole of the foot reveals a
localization of higher pressures inside the foot than on its
surface. Consequently, the model could be coupled to the

output of a pressure sensor to determine whether or not
ulcers may appear as a prevention tool for diabetic
patients.
Several limitations of our model need to be addressed
before reaching this prevention goal. First, to be used by a
given patient, the model needs to take into account the
patient’s morphology. It is obvious that the location of the
bony structures and their shape is a key point in the
process of creation of an ulcer. Therefore, using a patientspecific model would be the first step to achieve in order to
claim ulcer prevention. Using the Mesh-Match-and-Repair
(MMRep) algorithm [23][24], it is possible to generate
patient-specific biomechanical models from an image
dataset. From a complex dataset (CT scan or MRI), it gives
extremely accurate results in terms of modeling.
Nevertheless, these imaging modalities are rarely used
during ulcer prevention. Using cheap and easily accessible
image modalities, such as ultrasounds, X-rays, or even a
Kinect scan of the skin [25], the result of the MMRep
algorithm remains accurate to a precision of around 1.4
mm [25]. The algorithm computes a non-rigid
transformation between the structures segmented in the
medical dataset and the biomechanical model. This
transformation is then applied to the original model to
create a new model corresponding to the anatomy of the
patient. Based on this process, it would be possible to build
biomechanical model of the foot for each patient and to use
it to quantify the internal pressures that could create ulcer
for this specific case as could be used in a foot ulcer
prevention. The LASTIC device could be used to
characterize the patient’s skin and help to make the foot
model more patient specific. It takes about two minutes to
measure the elastic modulus of the skin below the foot
arch. Using that device for different locations on the foot
could improve the elasticity values given to the model and
therefore be closer to the mechanics of the patient’s foot.
The second step towards reaching the goal of ulcer
prevention is the daily monitoring of the patient’s foot.
Using a pressure sensor as heavy and as expensive as the
Zebris platform, for instance, is only possible in a
laboratory or a clinical setting. A lighter and less expensive
pressure sensor would permit equipping every patient and
monitoring their foot pressures on a daily basis. Using a
similar technology than that recently employed for the
conception of the TexiCare device dedicated to the
prevention of seated buttock pressure ulcers for people
with spinal cord injury [26], the “Smart Sock” sensor [27],
also developed by Texisense (http://www.texisense.com/),
combines both qualities since it is made of a 100 % textile
pressure sensing fabric wirelessly connected to a controller
which can record and monitor the pressures all around the
foot (not only under the sole). It can be used continuously
during daily living activities. When combined to a
biomechanical model such as ours, its measured pressures
could be used to estimate the internal strains. If such
strains overcome a threshold in duration or in intensity

[22], an alert would thus have to be sent to the patient to
prevent ulcer formation.
Finally, a more accurate and timely monitoring of the
internal tissue pressures will require a model that is
capable of dynamic estimation of these pressures. The
“Smart Sock” sensor would help in this direction since it
would give continuous measurements of the external
pressures. Nevertheless, moving from simulating static
standing to dynamic motion is the third area that needs to
be addressed for complete ulcer prevention. The main
challenge will reside in adapting our model to reduce its
computation time. Although our model is faster than most
realistic foot FE models from the literature, in its current
form, it is indeed too long to spend 22 minutes to compute
internal stresses from a set of external pressures. For this
reason, it is not currently possible to integrate this model in
a real-time foot ulcer prevention device. Three possible
solutions will be soon investigated to achieve real-time
foot simulations: (1) decreasing the time of computation by
reducing the number of elements in the areas less involved
in ulcer formation (above the ankle for example), (2) precomputing accurate simulations with our current model
and using them to evaluate the internal pressures from the
continuously measured external pressures, or (3) limiting
the FE modeling to a specific part of the foot such as the
heel and/or the metatarsal heads. In any case, the foot
model introduced in this paper will be useful since it now
represents a reference in terms of modeling to which any
“reduced” model will be compared.
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